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Abstrakt
Vystaví-li se vzorek působení elektronového svazku, dojde na jeho povrchu ke struk-
turním změnám. Jednou z těchto změn je vertikální růst 3D struktur na keramických
materiálech. V práci jsou zkoumány podmínky nutné pro takový proces. Nárůst teploty
často zapříčiní povrchové změny, proto je v práci proveden výpočet ohřevu materiálu
elektronovým svazkem.
Dále je zkoumán vliv různých parametrů svazku na růst 3D struktur, závislost objemu a
rozměrů je analyzována pomocí AFM.
Výsledný odhad nárůstu teploty se pohybuje v řádech jednotek, maximálně desítek K.
Výrazný objemový růst je pozorován pro nízká urychlovací napětí a malé proudy. Výška
vzniklých struktur dosahuje 100 nm za minutu a je nepřímo úměrná velikosti proudu.

Klíčová slova
Rastrovací elektronová mikroskopie, kontaminace, tepelné účinky elektronového svazku,
oxidové keramiky.

Summary
Irradiation of a sample surface by the electron beam is known to cause structural changes.
One type of these changes is vertical growth of 3D structures on surface of ceramic materi-
als. In the thesis, the conditions necessary for such processes are analysed. A calculation
of heating effect of the electron beam is conducted, since a temperature rise can trigger
several surface changes. Impact of various e-beam parameters on the growth of 3D struc-
tures is investigated. Changes of volume and dimensions of the structures related to the
beam parameters are studied using the AFM.
The estimated temperature increase is in range of units or maximally tens of K. Significant
volumetric growth rate is observed at low voltages and currents. Height of the grown
structures can reach 100 nm per minute and depends inversely on beam current.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction
Electron beam exposition in an electron microscope is known to alter the surface

of the observed sample. Changes of the structure and vertical growth of 3D structures have
been observed on surfaces of ceramic materials. Conditions necessary for the process and
the observed mass transfer have not been quantitatively described yet. The main objective
of this thesis is to analyse these changes for titania and zirconia ceramic materials.

The first part of this thesis (chapter 2) generally describes the processes taking place
upon electron beam exposition and theoretical foundations of electron beam – specimen
interaction simulations.

Non-conductive materials are known to be problematic to observe in a scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) due to unwanted charging and possible heating damage. Monte
Carlo simulations of electron penetration through the sample combined with heat trans-
fer calculations can give an approximation of the possible temperature rise upon electron
beam irradiation. An elevated temperature causes increase of surface mobility and that
generates good conditions for superficial structures growth. Methods used to determine
the temperature rise are described in section 3.1.

Another hypothesis considered is that it is a deposition of hydrocarbons which causes
the growth. Contamination is a commonly observed fact, but not so easily described since
surface diffusion is relatively complex. In section 2.5.4, there is a simplified summary
of the processes causing it and a documented rate dependence on various factors.

Section 3.2 includes an attempt to quantify the observed processes. The method and
arisen problems are described there, as well. The structures are fabricated in two different
scanning electron microscopes and some of them are analysed by atomic force microscopy.
The investigated beam parameters are especially beam current, spot size and accelerating
voltage. Kinetics of the growth are analysed by comparing structures manufactured for
different irradiation times.

In section 4.3, first results of composition analysis of the grown 3D structures are
presented.
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

2. Theoretical foundation
2.1. Ceramic oxides

Ceramic oxides are currently the most produced group of ceramic materials. The term
“advanced ceramics” stands mostly for oxides of metals such as aluminium, zirconium,
titanium and rare earth elements. Their preparation demands raw materials of high
quality and purity and the processing conditions must be carefully controlled. In the recent
past, methods of fabrication ceramics of various properties have been extensively studied,
especially chemical inertness, hardness, optical, electrical and magnetic properties [1].

This work concentrates on processes taking place at the surface of titanium dioxide
and yttria-stabilized zirconium dioxide.

Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2 or zirconia) is an oxide with high melting temperature
(2880 ◦C) and a very low thermal conductivity. It is characterized by its strength, tough-
ness and chemical stability.

It exists in three polymorphs: tetragonal, cubic and monoclinic. Transformation from
monoclinic to tetragonal zirconia is associated with a decrease in volume (approximately
3−5 %).

Pure zirconia becomes monoclinical below 1170 ◦C and to produce sintered pieces, it
must be combined with other oxides – stabilizers. These are usually MgO, CaO and Y2O3.

Because of its low thermal conductivity, zirconia often serves as a thermal barrier. It
can also be used for manufacturing ionic conductors. The stabilizers cause an increased
concentration of interstitials and vacancies. The residual oxygen atoms show an increased
mobility and stabilized zirconia offers properties of ionic conductors, hence, their appli-
cation as solid electrolytes and sensors [2, 3].

Titanium dioxide (TiO2 or titania) has unusual properties, such as thermal and
chemical stability, semi-conducting properties, photo-catalytic activity and biocompat-
ibility. It exists in the following crystalline modifications: anatase (tetragonal), rutile
(tetragonal) and brookite (rhombohedral). Their unit cells are shown in Figure 2.1.
Other structures can be prepared, for example cotunnite – one of the hardest polycrys-
talline materials.

Figure 2.1: Unit cells of rutile, anatase and brookite respectively, adapted from [5].

Rutile and anatase have good pigmentary properties. Rutile is more thermally stable
than anatase, both anatase and brookite irreversibly transform to rutile above approxi-
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2.2. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

mately 800 ◦C. The phase transformation has been extensively studied and it was proved
that it depends significantly on defect concentration, grain boundary concentration and
particle packing [1, 4].

It can be chemically reduced above approximately 900 ◦C which has a great effect on
conductivity. Oxygen loss can lead to formation of nonstochiometric (Magneli) phases
and Ti2O3, Ti3O4 and TiO [5, 6].

Polycrystalline titania is a functional ceramic material interesting especially for its
electric properties which are highly influenced by trace elements, impurities and processing
factors.

2.2. Scanning electron microscope

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a widely used instrument to study topography
and other properties on micro and nanoscale because the spatial resolution is much better
than that of optical microscopes since it uses high-energy electron beam to generate signals
at the surface of solid samples. The earliest SEM was designed in Germany in 30’s and
the first commercial version in 1965.

A simple schematic showing the principle of the scanning electron microscope is shown
in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A simplified schematic of SEM. Electrons are produced in an electron gun
and accelerated to a selected voltage. As the beam passes through two condenser lenses,
it is focused. Various apertures limit the effects of aberrations. The scanning coils deflect
the beam in xy plane and the scan produces a desired signal collected by a detector.
Based on a figure from [7].

The electron source in SEM can be a tungsten filament, LaB6 or Schottky emitter.
Tungsten filaments emit electrons due to their heating – a small number of the electrons
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

have a sufficient thermal energy to escape the wire. This process is called thermionic
emission. The emission current density can be expressed as the Richardson law:

Je = AT 2 exp(−Φ/kBT ), (2.1)

where T is the temperature in K, A is the Richardson constant (≈ 106 A·m−2·K−2), kB
is the Boltzmann constant and kT represents the mean thermal energy of a conduction
electron near Fermi level. LaB6 is an improved cathode – it is very stable and has a low
work function which improves the emission current. It needs a better vacuum (< 10−4 Pa)
in order not to become poisoned due to reaction with residual oxygen. The thermionic
emission can be improved by applying an electrostatic field to the filament surface. It
lowers the height of the potential barrier which the electrons need to overcome in order
to leave the cathode.

The electrons leaving the source are accelerated by a strong electric field. The range of
accelerating voltages used is usually 0,1–30 kV. Its choice influences the image quality and
strength of different signals as well as the effect on the specimen. Commonly, the emission
of secondary electrons (SE) is used for obtaining the image but sometimes it is more
preferable to use the backscattered electrons (BSE).

The secondary electrons are atomic electrons which escape the specimen as a result
of inelastic scattering. Most SE are generated with an energy below 100 eV. Since the
probability of inelastic scattering depends inversely on kinetic energy, the electrons lose
their energy very quickly. The result is that SE which escape the sample are generated
within a very small depth below the surface (< 2 nm). This dimension is referred to as
the escape depth. The SE signal therefore represents the surface structure (topography).
The angle between the incident beam and the sample surface is a great factor for the
signal strength – the higher the specimen tilt (the angle between the surface normal and
the beam), the higher the SE yield.

The backscattered electrons are incident electrons which undergo multiple elastic scat-
tering and are ejected back from the specimen surface. Their energy is not much smaller
than the incident energy and they can therefore escape the sample from considerably
bigger depths than SE. Imaging using BSE is different from SE imaging in two ways. The
depth from which the detected electrons originate is up to about half of the penetration
depth. The other difference is that the signal offers chemical contrast since the BSE yield
increases with atomic number of the specimen [8]. A more detailed view of the processes
taking place upon e-beam irradiation is given in section 2.3.

2.3. Electron beam-specimen interaction

To understand the reason for changes at the thick specimen surface, it is important to
consider how incident electrons interact with it. The electrons undergo two types of
scattering: inelastic and elastic. For inelastic scattering, a part of the incident electron
energy is lost due to interactions with the orbital electrons of the specimen atoms. There
are many possible effects: generation of secondary electrons (SE), backscattered electrons
(BSE), heating, X-ray radiation (characteristic, continuum), visible light photons and
Auger electrons, which only achieve to leave the sample when generated near the surface.
Most of the lost energy is therefore converted to heat. Figure 2.3 shows the signals
generated by the electron beam.

13



2.3. ELECTRON BEAM-SPECIMEN INTERACTION

Figure 2.3: Signals generated by electron beam irradiation. Based on [7].

If the transferred energy is converted into momentum, atomic displacements can be
created. This happens if the transferred energy exceeds displacement energy Ed, which
is dependent on the specimen material. In some cases, the scattering can displace atomic
nuclei to interstitial positions and degrade the original crystalline structure. Most of
the energy of the electrons which undergo inelastic scattering is lost to heating the sam-
ple. Sputtering can also occur when the electron transfers sufficient energy to a surface
atom but that process is unlikely for low voltage microscopy. For transmission electron
microscopy which operates with voltages in ranges of hundreds of kV, sputtering is a com-
mon problem [9].

If an incident electron transfers a part of its kinetic energy to a weakly bound valence
or conduction electron, a small part of this energy is used up for releasing the particle
from a nucleus potential and the rest is converted to kinetic energy. The escaped electrons
travel in the sample as secondary electrons [8]. For very low accelerating voltages, the
incident electrons can have smaller energies than energy levels in atoms, so the number
of inelastic scattering events decreases. If the incident energy is sufficiently high, the
probability of inelastic scattering depends inversely on the energy.

If the electron undergoes elastic scattering, its trajectory changes but energy is lowered
minimally. Some electrons can be backscattered from the sample in case of multiple elastic
scattering and can be used for imaging (BSE). Probability of elastic scattering increases
with atomic number of the specimen. The atomic number contrast is strong, the cross
section for high angle scattering is proportional to Z2 [8, 10].

The region which the beam penetrates is known as the interaction volume. Its shape
and size depends on many factors, such as beam parameters (intensity, high voltage,
beam angle) and atomic number of the specimen material. There are direct methods
to visualize the interaction volume for low atomic number materials (etching plastics,
for example polymethylmethacrylate), for materials with high atomic number, there is an
indirect method – Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation. This approach has a limited
validity – the trajectories are calculated independently and so there is no consideration
of mutual influence of a field generated by a large number of electrons in the real beam
in case of high current densities.

14



2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

2.4. Influence of the specimen composition on the in-
teraction volume

The interaction volume is a function of specimen tilt, composition and beam properties. In
cross section, it has a pear-like shape [8]. With increasing landing energies, the interaction
volume and the depth of penetration increases since it takes more scattering events for
electrons to lose most of their kinetic energy. The shape of the interaction volume is
however relatively independent on the beam energy.

The atomic number of the sample material influences both the shape and the size
of the interaction volume. In specimens of high atomic number, the electrons are more
frequently elastically scattered and the average angle at which they are scattered is bigger
as well, which means that electrons deviate from their original directions more quickly.
This dependence is shown in Figure 2.4.

The angle formed by incident beam and the flat sample surface determines the asym-
metry of the interaction volume, the higher the angle, the smaller the interaction volume.

The shape for a specific set of beam properties and a material must be determined by
Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 2.4: Comparison of interaction volumes for different samples and incident beam
energy. Based on [8].

Analytic expressions offer a less accurate description of ranges of interaction and distri-
bution, but they say a lot about the influence of sample composition and incident energy.
For lower energies (below 10 kV), the maximum range of the electron penetration can be
estimated as

R = 900ρ−0,8E1,3
0 , (2.2)

whereR is in Å, ρ in g/cm3 and E0 in keV. For higher accelerating voltages, the dependence
differs [11].

The density of absorbed energy Ea of beam in matter in eV/cm3 can be described by
formula

Ea =
Q · E0

e ·Rg

λ(f), (2.3)
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2.5. RADIATION DAMAGE IN LOW VOLTAGE SEM

where Q is the exposition dose in C/cm2, E0 is the accelerating voltage in eV, Rg is Grün
range (the depth of penetration) in cm, e is the elementary charge in C and λ(f) is a cubic
polynomial expressing the ratio of depth and dose using the normalized depth f = z/Rg:

λ(f) = 0,74 + 4,7f − 8,9f 2 + 3,5f 3. (2.4)

The values of absorbed density are higher for lower incident energies due to lower
Rg [12].

2.5. Radiation damage in low voltage SEM

Upon electron beam irradiation, many temporary and permanent changes in sample sur-
face structure can come to pass. This chapter contains an overview of different types of
this damage dominant for low voltage SEM (< 5 kV) [9].

2.5.1. Electron beam heating

Inelastic scattering involves interaction between incident electrons and atomic electrons
and this process can involve a significant energy transfer. Most of this energy is converted
to heat, eventually.

For good thermal conductors and high accelerating voltages, the consequential tem-
perature rise is negligible. Beam heating is known to be a problem for high incident
currents and low conductive samples (0,2−2 W·m−1·K−1), such as polymers.

According to [9], in SEM, an approximation for the temperature increase ∆T in a bulk
specimen is

∆T =
1,5

π

IV0
κR

, (2.5)

where I is the probe current, V0 the accelerating voltage, κ is the thermal conductivity and
R is the characteristic electron range. Using this approximation, data for yttria-stabilized
zirconia in table 3.1 and I = 150 pA, V0 = 2 kV, R = 40 nm, we can obtain a temperature
increase ∆T = 3,8 K.

It is also known that for lower voltages (500 V−2 kV), thin films or organic specimens
in SEM can be heated to a few hundred degrees for a stationary probe.

2.5.2. Electrostatic charging

When there is not a balance of electrons received by a specimen and those which leave it,
it becomes electrically charged. As a result, an electric field worsening the conditions for
collecting electrons is generated. The incident beam can be deflected and it can become
impossible to get an image in SEM. Wise choice of the accelerating voltage is therefore
necessary. The current balance for a conductive sample can be described by the following
equation:

IB = (δ + η)IB + ISC, (2.6)
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

where IB is the incident beam current, δ is SE yield, η BSE yield and ISC is the current
flowing between the specimen and ground. In case the sample is non-conductive, ISC is
close to zero and the rate of charge build-up ∆Q per second can be expressed as

∆Q

∆t
= IB(1− (δ + η)). (2.7)

At specific ranges of voltages, δ + η is either greater or lower than 1. Especially at low
voltages, δ + η is greater than 1 and the specimen therefore becomes positively charged.

Positively charged areas re-collect its secondary electrons and therefore appear dark in
the SE image. Negatively charged regions look bright, as the detector collection efficiency
is increased (secondary electrons are repelled from the surface and their landing energy
is lowered, hence greater SE yield).

There are two beam energies E1 and E2, for which an equilibrium (δ + η = 1) is
achieved. E1 is typically in ranges from 50 to 150 eV and E2 is between 0,5 and 3 keV.
For energies E, where E1 < E < E2, the surface charges positively [13].

2.5.3. Radiolysis

Two most common mechanisms of specimen damage are knock-on damage and radioly-
sis. Knock-on damage (removal of surface atoms) happens if the incident electron energy
exceeds atomic sputtering threshold energy. Radiolytic damage stands for atomic displace-
ment induced as a result of momentum transfer between incident electrons and atoms of
the sample. The majority of damage in low voltage microscopy is radiolytic [10].

2.5.4. Hydrocarbon layer formation

Electron-beam-induced specimen contamination is a problem of every SEM. In vacuum,
the mobility of carbon residues is higher than in air and all clean surfaces are quickly
covered by adsorbed organic molecules. Upon electron beam irradiation, the hydrocarbon
molecules can be broken and a thin layer of polymerized hydrocarbons can cover the
surface of the exposed sample. Formation of the layer is influenced by many factors,
especially e-beam energy, current and temperature of the sample.

When the concentration of adsorbed molecules in the area exposed to the electron
beam decreases, as there is a new cross-linked layer, more molecules diffuse to it. This
process results in a continuous growth of contamination. This becomes more apparent in
case of a stationary beam.

The rate of contamination increases with lower electron energy proportionally to the
Bethe stopping power, which approximates energy loss of electrons due to inelastic scat-
tering (ionisation). Low landing energy electrons generate more SE leaving the sample,
which cause more dissociation of organic molecules which then easily form the unwanted
hydrocarbon layer.

Common deposition rates are a few tens of nanometres per second but in instruments
with better vacuum, the rate is smaller. High accelerating voltages mask the hydrocarbon
layer to an extent because the beam easily penetrates low atomic number surface as long
as it is thin enough.

For higher current densities, the organic vapours polymerize faster, but the rate is lim-
ited by the presence of free surface hydrocarbons. Especially for currents below 100 pA, the

17



2.5. RADIATION DAMAGE IN LOW VOLTAGE SEM

amount of contamination increases with higher beam current and longer dwell times [14].
According to different sources, however, the contamination rate increases monotonously
with 1/I [15].

With increasing temperature, the rate of contamination increases as well because the
surface mobility of atoms is a key factor causing the continuous hydrocarbon layer forma-
tion. Lower temperatures do not prevent it entirely but the rate is significantly reduced.

The shape of contamination layers depends on the beam spot size and the method
of scanning. For a stationary beam, the structure is a single peak, whereas a crown-like
shape is common for larger irradiated areas or spot size (Figure 2.5).

Specimen

Incident beam

Hydrocarbon 
layer

Volatile fragments

Surface diffusion

Adsorption of molecules

Figure 2.5: The common shapes of formed contamination for a wide and a narrow
beam. A similar dependence is valid when considering the size of the irradiated area.
Figure based on [16].

Description of processes taking place in hydrocarbon layer formation is rather com-
plicated – surface mechanisms are complex and the conditions are unique for each mea-
surement and the identity of the residual hydrocarbon dominant in deposition reaction is
hard to predict [17].

A relatively simple view of the mechanism was suggested by Müller [15].
The Hertz–Knudsen formula describes the incident flux of molecules F.

F =
p

(2πmkBT )1/2
, (2.8)

where p is the partial pressure of organic molecules, m is molecular mass, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is temperature.

The constant τ0 describes the time between the adsorption and the following desorption
of the molecules. Therefore, the resulting change of concentration of adsorbed molecules
n per time can be estimated as (

∂n

∂t

)
1

= − n
τ0
. (2.9)

Local changes in the concentration n(~r) result in a flux jn = −D∇n, where D is the
diffusion constant. (

∂n

∂t

)
2

= D∇2n. (2.10)
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

The beam damages the adsorbed layer of molecules with a cross section σd, a cross
section σc describes the decrease in concentration n caused by its polymerization. The
combined cross section σ = σd + σc describes the change in concentration due to these
processes together, their rate can be, hence, expressed as(

∂n

∂t

)
3

= −σj
e
n, (2.11)

where j is the current density and e is the elementary charge.
When all the contributions are combined together, we obtain the following partial

differential equation
∂n

∂t
= F − n

τ0
+D∇2n− σj

e
n. (2.12)

Solving the equation is simplified when a cylindrical symmetry is considered.
After obtaining n(~r), the hydrocarbon layer thickness xc can be calculated from

xc(~r, t) = m
σcj

e

∫ t

t0

n(~r, t′)dt′, (2.13)

where m is the mean mass of cross linked molecules.
The main downside of this description is that it does not include the effect of an induced

electric field at the surface. The molecules migrate in a different way than without its
presence and it can be a very important factor especially for non-conductive samples and
a stationary probe. It describes quite well the hydrocarbon layer formation for conductive
samples irradiated in a larger area in a scanning mode (short dwell times) [15]. Solution
of the previous problem is corresponding to the experimental results – a crown-like shape
of the hydrocarbon layer, the biggest contamination is at the periphery of the irradiated
area. Typical sample contamination is in Figure 2.6.

10 μm

Figure 2.6: A contamination observed on the surface of a patterned silicon wafer sample.
Adapted from [18].

In study [17], surface transport equation (STE) is solved for a stationary beam. Since
the secondary electrons have an energy corresponding to peak dissociation cross section
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2.6. EFFECT OF E-BEAM ON CERAMIC OXIDES

energies, they are the major contributors to hydrocarbon decomposition. Simulation of
SE generation combined with solving STE provides a description of dynamic growth of
a nanopillar (for a stationary electron beam). The electron energies considered in this
study are in range 5−30 keV. Three regimes of nanostructure generation are identified:
reaction limited, diffusion limited and mixed. In the first case, the surface diffusion is
much faster than the deposition reaction, as opposed to the diffusion limited case, in
which the surface diffusion is slower. Height at the centre of the nanopillar increases with
time linearly for reaction-limited regime. The volumetric growth according to 1 − e−t is
obtained for diffusion limited process. The vertical growth rate is calculated to be in units
or tens of nm per second.

A presence of water adsorbed on a surface can have a dramatic effect on the con-
tamination. In fact, a presence of residual water can cause hydrocarbon layer etching.
The electron-dissociated water is known to be able to destroy carbon-based samples. It
can react with the polymerized hydrocarbons and produce volatile products. Deposition
of hydrocarbon layers and their etching therefore happen simultaneously during electron
beam irradiation in high-vacuum chambers [16].

2.6. Effect of e-beam on ceramic oxides

It is known that the surface of TiO2 crystals is reduced during annealing at high tem-
perature in vacuum. The electron radiation damage can cause reduction to TiO or even
metallic Ti. There have been studies of these changes induced by transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and the morphological changes are explained by generation of metal-
lic Ti by reduction and increase in their mobility due to the temperature rise. Under
specific conditions, there is an equilibrium established between the surface reduction and
re-oxidation. Many factors can influence this equilibrium and a presence of other elements
can adjust the preference of one process. Another possible explanation considered in the
study is vapor transport of Ti atoms by e-beam sputtering. There are many studies of
nanostructure formation induced by TEM and usually the substrate is a thin layer of
TiO2 anatase [19]. Surface diffusion of excess Ti atoms plays a key role in the formation
of these nanostructures as well as the oxygen pressure.

Surface oxygen can be removed as a consequence of ion sputtering and the surface
can have a high concentration on Ti cations. As a result, the surface can be reoxidized,
while the bulk undergoes reduction. Charge and mass is transported between the surface
and the bulk, likely through the diffusion of point defects (oxygen vacancies or interstitial
titanium). Using secondary ion mass spectroscopy, such processes can be observed and
described [20].

There have been many studies on electron stimulated desorption (ESD) inducing oxy-
gen desorption in TiO2 (110). ESD was demonstrated for high beam currents, 10−50 A/cm2,
as well as lower currents, 1,2µA/cm2. In study [21], such defects are described for rela-
tively low electron beam energies (0,48 and 1 keV) and low current densities (µA/cm2).
Under these conditions, surface Ti3+ defects were generated. The effects were similar to
those produced by thermal annealing or ion sputtering. The rate of defect formation was
greater for 0.48 keV than 1 keV.

Similar processes are documented for yttria-stabilized zirconia as well [22].
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2.7. Calculations of electron trajectories and energy
loss in solids

Electron beam lithography (EBL) is a commonly method used for nanofabrication. In
order to adjust the lithographic processes, it is useful to look closely at the beam–sample
interaction characteristics. An accessible way of determining the properties of interaction
volume and the amount of energy transferred to the sample is a simulation of electron
movement through the sample.

Total cross section describes the probability of scattering event and the probability of
a specific angle between the incident and scattering direction of the particle is determined
by the differential inelastic scattering cross section dσ/dΩ which is a function of the
scattering angle θ. Trajectories for a large number of electrons must be calculated to get
a statistical significance.

The movement of electrons through a sample is calculated by multiple electron scat-
tering. The Monte Carlo method is used for simulating the individual random scattering
events. The basic approach is based on the Rutherford elastic scattering differential cross
section (DCS) and continuous slow down approximation (CSDA) with the Bethe stopping
power for determining energy loss through the sample.

The simplest differential cross section formula is the Rutherford scattering cross section

dσ

dΩ
=

e4Z2

4 (4πε0)
2E2

(
E +m0c

2

E + 2m0c2

)2
1

(1− cos θ)2
, (2.14)

where Z is the atomic number, ε0 is vacuum permittivity, e, m0 and E are the electron
charge, mass and energy, respectively; θ is the scattering angle and c is the speed of light.

The stopping power [keV/cm] is often calculated using Bethe approximation

dE

ds
= −7, 85 · 104ρ

E

Z

A
ln

(
1, 166E

J

)
, (2.15)

where the J is the mean ionization potential in eV, ρ is the sample density, A is atomic
weight and E is the electron energy in eV. The mean ionization potential represents an
average over several shells.

There are limitations, more sophisticated DCS and CSDA models must be used to
simulate the interaction with materials composed of atoms of high atomic number, thin
films or for the case of a low incident beam energy [16, 23]. One of these approaches is
for example Mott DSC, which takes into consideration relativistic effects and is partic-
ulary relevant for calculations at low incident energies [10]. It is relatively complex but
analytical approximations of the total Mott cross section are available. It is a function
of primary electron energy, atomic number, scattering angle and complex empirical mod-
els. Figure 2.7 shows a difference between Rutherford and Mott DCS for gold and two
different electron energies.

Simulation programs are accessible and frequently used to determine the parameters
for electron-beam lithography processes – one of them is CASINO. It employs the con-
tinuous slowing down approximation to calculate the energy absorbed by the specimen
and Mott cross sections (and other models) to estimate the trajectories and scattering
of electrons. The stopping power is based on Bethe approximation with an improved
formula for the mean ionization potential by Joy and Luo [16].

The situation gets more complex with porous samples and more complex 3D structures.
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Figure 2.7: Differential scattering cross sections for Rutherford and Mott models. For
very low energies, the two differ substantially. Figure based on [31].

2.8. Atomic force microscopy

One of the most convenient ways of analysing surface topography is using atomic force
microscope (AFM). This method was first presented in 1986 by G. Binnig, C. F. Quate
and Ch. Gerber in Zurich [24]. The main advantage of AFM is the ability to scan
non-conductive samples and its high precision. Very small images can be collected to
measure the crystallographic structure of samples. A simple schematic diagram is shown in
Figure 2.8. In the basic setup, the sharp tip (ideally ending with only one atom) interacts
with the sample. The force influences the the position of the cantilever, which deflects
the laser beam. This change is recorded by a position-sensitive photodiode. Segmented
quadrant sensors are used when performing both vertical and horizontal analysis.

The potential which describes the interaction between two neutral atoms is the Lennard-
Jones potential

VLJ = 4ε

[(σ
r

)12
−
(σ
r

)6]
, (2.16)

where σ is the distance between the atoms at which the potential is zero, r is the distance
between the atoms and ε is the potential well depth.

There are three imaging modes: contact, tapping and non-contact. In contact mode,
the tip is pressed onto the surface by a constant force or is at a constant height. It
operates in the interval of repulsive interaction. Its downside can be a possible damage
to the sample and the tip but it is relatively fast. Tapping and non-contact modes are
dynamic, which means that the cantilever oscillates at the resonant frequency (or slightly
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above it) and it operates in the area of attractive interaction. Changes in frequency, phase
and amplitude can be monitored and different forms of feedback can follow depending on
the measurement specification.

The tapping mode is probably the most commonly used one since it combines the
advantages of both – it conserves the lateral resolution but eliminates the lateral friction
which causes problems for contact mode [25].

More information about AFM and its modifications can be found in [25].

Segmented 
photodiode

Laser

AFM cantilever

Probe tip

Sample on XYZ piezo scanner

Figure 2.8: A schematic diagram showing the principle of AFM. The deflection of the
laser beam determines the differences of signal between the segments of the photodiode
and therefore maps the topography of the sample.
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3. Methods
3.1. Calculation of electron beam induced tempera-

ture rise

Many processes taking place upon electron beam irradiation show an increased rate with
higher temperatures. Determining the temperature rise could shed some light on the
mechanisms of the observed structures growth. There are not many possible ways to do
so – direct measurement is fairly complicated because of the fact that the irradiated area
has a size of tens of nanometres.

The following calculations are meant to offer an estimation of the thermal effects.
Choosing physical models for Monte Carlo electron trajectory and energy transfer sim-
ulation and the applied boundary conditions in heat transfer calculations are the very
influential. One of the uncertain parameters is the beam spot size. All of these factors
are discussed in this chapter and explanations for the specific choices or approximations
are given.

3.1.1. Simulations in CASINO v2.42

CASINO (Monte Carlo Simulation of Electron Trajectory in Solids) is a software devel-
oped especially for modelling low-energy beam interactions in bulk and thin samples.
A guide for using the program was article [26].

The main goal was to get a 3D energy loss map which could be used as an input for
heat transfer calculations.

Electron energy loss and the consequential temperature rise were calculated for TiO2

and 3Y-TZP (3 molar percent yttria stabilized zirconia) substrates. The program uses
user defined densities (Table 3.1) and weight fractions of elements. Since 3Y-TZP con-
tains only a small fraction of yttria and it would be problematic to define in the software,
the sample’s composition was considered as pure zirconia. The error is not significant,
other factors influence the result much more.

Table 3.1: Properties used for the calculations [27, 28].

TiO2 (rutile) 3Y-TZP

density 4,23 g·cm−3 6,05 g·cm−3

thermal conductivity 7,4 W·m−1·K−1 2,0 W·m−1·K−1
heat capacity 690 J·kg−1·K−1 400 J·kg−1·K−1

One of the encountered issues was determining the beam radius. In the calculations,
the spot size used was calculated by TESCAN software Real time In-Flight Beam Trac-
ing™. The second used microscope (FEG SEM Zeiss Ultra Plus) only provides information
about the pixel size, but the actual spot size is not given.

The real spot size depends on the focus and as ceramic materials tend to be difficult
to observe, the ideal calculated spot size is always smaller than the real one.
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3.1. CALCULATION OF ELECTRON BEAM INDUCED TEMPERATURE RISE

Selection of the models for electron – mass interaction and energy loss is very influen-
tial. Cross sections calculated by Mott are particularly relevant for low energy calculations
[10], so they were chosen for the simulation.

After that, the program can export data of energy absorbed per unit volume in keV
divided by the number of electrons. These values were modified to be a compatible input
for COMSOL Multiphysics. An example of the graphic representation of the output data
for 3Y-TZP is presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Visualisation of electron trajectories in titania for 2 kV accelerating voltage,
spot size 8 nm. Red lines represent electrons which escape from the sample.

Table 3.2 shows penetration depths for various voltages, which were useful for choosing
dimensions of the domains for the following calculations in COMSOL.

Table 3.2: Penetration depths for various accelerating voltages.

accelerating penetration depth/nm
voltage/kV TiO2 ZrO2

0,5 6,2 5,5
1,0 15,1 13,5
1,5 26,2 22,7
2,0 38,6 31,8
2,5 54,3 44,5
3,0 70,6 56,1
4,0 112,2 79,5
5,0 152,9 120,0
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0.0 nm
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27.0 nm
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-30.5 nm -15.2 nm 0.0 nm 15.2 nm 30.5 nm
Figure 3.2: Visualisation of the absorbed energy in titania for parameters: accelerating
voltage 2 kV, spot size 8 nm. The energy contour lines show the energy not contained
within the volume defined by the lines. Number of electrons whose trajectories were
calculated is 105.

3.1.2. Calculation of heating in COMSOL Multiphysics
®

COMSOL Multiphysics
®

is a software using finite element analysis to solve problems
described by differential equations. Using the Heat Transfer Module, the heat transfer
equation was solved and the temperature rise in the sample was determined.

The model definition and boundary conditions

Three main areas are defined in the model and because the problem has a cylindrical
symmetry, the areas are cylinders of three sizes. The smallest one in the center (A1) has
the most dense mesh, the largest one (A3) the least dense and the middle one (A3) serves
as the transitional area (the mesh density lowers further from the smallest central cylinder
as shown in Figure 3.3). The dimensions are chosen so that the size of the largest cylinder
is very large compared to the beam penetration radius and depth. Their dimensions are
shown in Table 3.3. Area A1 contains all of the absorbed beam energy and is expected
to show the most significant temperature changes, the mesh is therefore most dense.

Table 3.3: Dimensions of the domains.

Domain Radius Height

A1 40 nm 150 nm
A2 120 nm 225 nm
A3 25µm 40µm
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3.1. CALCULATION OF ELECTRON BEAM INDUCED TEMPERATURE RISE

Figure 3.3: Left: The mesh in 3D, the scale is in nm. Right: Top view of the mesh.
The areas’ borders are displayed as thicker lines.

The equation, which is to be solved, is the heat equation

ρCp
∂T

∂t
−∇ (k∇T ) = Q, (3.1)

where ρ is the solid density, Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, k is the con-
ductivity and Q is the heat source. Properties calculated with are in Table 3.1 and Q is
a combination of surface radiation and energy provided by the beam.

The boundary conditions are schematically displayed in Figure 3.4. The lateral area
is considered thermally insulated, which means that ~n · (k∇T ) = 0. This condition was
chosen since the temperature is not likely to change significantly so far from the heat
source. The base in contact with the surrounding is radiating. Emissivity of the surface
was chosen to be 0,9. No specific value for the used oxide ceramics was found so this
parameter was estimated as a typical value found for alumina (Al2O3) [29].

The initial temperature of the large cylinder was set as 293,15 K as well as the ambient
temperature.

Surface 
radiation

Thermal 
insulation

Temperature
holder

Figure 3.4: A schematic view of the boundary conditions.
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Heat source parameters and arising limitations

From the data provided by CASINO software, total amount of energy which an average
electron transfers to the sample was calculated. For beam accelerating voltage 2,0 kV, the
result was approximately 1,5 keV per electron.

Two approaches were considered: the easier one was solving the stationary heat equa-
tion at the cost of losing information about temperature dependence on time. This ap-
proach is commonly used for estimating the temperature rise due to beam irradiation
(it corresponds with equation 2.5). The stationary problem can show us the maximum
temperature within the cylinder, under such conditions, the beam power is equal to the
heat loss (especially due to radiation). The biggest problem of this approach is especially
the fact that the electrons enter the material individually and their relaxation times are
very short compared to the time between two electron impacts.

For example, let the accelerating voltage be 2 kV and the current of incident electrons
I = 150 pA. Average time tb between electrons can be estimated as

tb =
e
I

=
1, 602 · 10−19 C
150 · 10−12 A

= 1, 07 ns. (3.2)

When compared with the time it takes for the electron to scatter in the sample (relaxation
or thermalization time), time tb is relatively long. Common electron relaxation times
for electrons of 10 kV are 10−14 s. This result can be obtained for previously discussed
conditions using the formula [30]

τ =
E2

0

3πNZe4v0
, (3.3)

where E0 is the incident electron kinetic energy, N is the number of atoms per unit volume,
Z is the atomic number, e is the elementary charge and v0 is the velocity of the electron
with energy E0. The formula is derived by considering the time needed for the electron
to lose its energy, which is described by the Bethe stopping power 2.15.

One way of adjusting the model and calculations is distributing the heating power
of the beam so that it corresponds to individual pulses of transferred energy. Another
question must be asked: is it even possible to speak about temperature rise due to a single
electron scattering event? The power increase is significant and much higher temperatures
can be calculated, but the nature of temperature is statistical and the standard description
of thermal transport on macro scale has its limitations. Another important consideration
involves the lattice relaxation times which are much longer than 10−14 s. As to the power
distribution calculated, it is obtained by averaging energy loss along the trajectory of
a large number of electrons.

Based on [31], calculating the heat transfer using the Fourier thermal transport equa-
tion (3.1) for a large amount of electrons gives relatively accurate results. Since only
a rough estimation of temperature increase is desired, the basic stationary approach
should suffice. In order to obtain a more accurate solution, a two-temperature model
would have to be used. It considers temperatures of phonons and electrons and their
equilibrium but is considerably more complex and requires more sophisticated methods.
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3.2. Growth of 3D structures

Longer observation of ceramic oxides has been known to sometimes trigger growth of ma-
terial. These morphological changes could just be contamination. However, only certain
observation conditions caused this effect. In this work, testing different materials, beam
parameters and comparing the process in two different SEMs was conducted – Tescan
LYRA3 and FEG SEM Zeiss Ultra Plus. LYRA is better for lithographic uses whereas
Zeiss SEM has a better imaging ability (even for very low currents, the spot and therefore
pixel size are much smaller). The grown structures were analyzed by AFM Nenovision
LitescopeTM.

3.2.1. Sample preparation

TiO2 samples were prepared from titania nanopowder (Aeroxide P25, primary particle
size 21 nm) by Spark plasma sintering method1, which allows rapid densification within
minutes and grain growth can be suppressed [32]. Sintering conditions were:

• c-sample: heating rate 100 ◦C/min to 900 ◦C, dwell time 2 min, mechanical pressure
50 MPa was applied at 700 ◦C

• d-sample: heating rate 100 ◦C/min to 1000 ◦C, dwell time 2 min, mechanical pressure
50 MPa was applied at 700 ◦C.

3Y-ZrO2 samples were prepared from tetragonal zirconia with 3 molar percent Y2O3

(3Y-TZP), the average green particle size was 80 nm (grade TZ-3Y, Tosoh Co., Japan)
by sintering in high temperature furnace. Before the sintering process, the powder was
formed into green bodies by compacting it with uniaxial pressing at 25 MPa followed
by cold isostatic pressing (CIP) at 300 MPa. By this procedure the disk-shaped green
bodies (weight about 6 g, diameter ca 15 mm, thickness 6,2−7,0 mm depending on the
powder compaction) were fabricated. Organic compounds being present in the powder “as
received” were burnt out in air at 600 ◦C for one hour. Pressure-less sintering conditions
were 100 ◦C/min to 1500 ◦C, dwell time 2 min.

Both types of samples were cut to half and polished down to roughness 1µm. After-
wards, thermal etching was applied at 1300 ◦C for 10 minutes to show the microstructure.

3.2.2. Experimental setup

Observing non-conductive ceramic materials in an electron microscope always presents a
great number of obstacles. The beam voltage must be carefully chosen, usually the limit
for a comfortable image formation without an excessive charging is 5 kV. The emission
current is a similarly important factor – there must be a balance found since a low intensity
can help omit the excessive charge build-up but, at the same time, the SE signal must be
strong enough to obtain a decent image.

The following procedure was conducted using LYRA3. The chamber was cleaned with
a plasma decontaminator prior to the measurement at 50 Pa for 10 minutes. At first,
the same procedure as that for electron lithography was used – areas of various shapes

1sintering by DC current which allows the heating and cooling rate to be very high
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and defined electron dose were irradiated using DrawBeam2. The alternate approach was
drawing dots and lines with known dwell times. This approach saves a lot of time but
it is also reported to increase the contamination rate. It enabled the manufacturing of
a large number of dot arrays and lines and deducing how the parameters influence the
growth rate and shapes of the objects.

A lot of e-beam parameters were considered in order to quantify the structures’ growth,
especially the current density (and as it turns out, the current itself), accelerating voltage
and the beam dwell time.

3.2.3. Analysis of the grown structures

In the SEM, determining the shape and size of very small objects can be challenging. The
sample can be tilted or different signals (SE, BSE) can be compared. One of the most
accessible methods of surface topography characterization is AFM – the topography was
studied in Nenovision LitescopeTM. Since the structures are sometimes difficult to find,
the combination of SEM and AFM was ideal. LitescopeTM proved to be a fast way of
verification and quantification of the growth.

Akiyama Probe was used for imaging, its specification is in Table 3.4. AFM used in
this work does not need a laser to measure deflection, since the probe is connected to
a piezo tuning fork.

Table 3.4: Akiyama Probes specifications [34].

Cantilever length: 310µm, thickness: 3,7µm, width: 30µm,
n-type, highly doped silicon

Tip tip radius: < 15 nm, tip height: 28µm
Force constant 5 N/m
Resonance frequency 40−60 kHz

Dimensions and the shape of structures were analysed in Gwyddion v2.47. Height of
the structures was measured as a difference between maximal height and the background.
The background value was taken as an average in the vicinity of the individual structures
and the error was estimated from the roughness around them. The confidence selected
was 95% and the data distribution was assumed to be normal. Spot size calculated with
when estimating current densities was taken from data provided by TESCAN software
Real time In-Flight Beam Tracing™.

The figures in section 4.2 were obtained by comparing the heights for structures created
relatively close from one another (approx. 1−2µm). Based on experience, the results
differ a bit as the sample ages.

2DrawBeam is a software for advanced patterning in SEM and FIB-SEM lithographic applications. It
allows the electron or ion exposition or ion milling of various patterns [33].
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4. Results
4.1. Results of the calculations

Table 4.1 summarizes the results for both materials. The beam parameters were chosen
to represent typical values for our experiment. The temperatures are the maximal values
of temperature rise along the axis of symmetry. These maxima were achieved just below
the surface (less than 10 nm).

Table 4.1: The results for beam spot size 8 nm, current 150 pA and various accelerating
voltages.

∆T/◦C

V /kV Zirconia Titania

0,5 1,7 0,5
1 1,9 0,6
1,5 1,7 0,5
2 1,6 0,4
3 1,4 0,3

The temperature rise along the axis of symmetry for zirconia is shown Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Temperature rise profile along the axis of symmetry in zirconia. For accel-
erating voltage 1 kV, local rise is highest.

The result is straightforward – there is no reason to assume that the material is
heated in a substantial way and the possibility of thermally driven crystalline changes
can be dismissed.
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Beam current for 2 kV accelerating voltage and spot size 8 nm, which would induce
a temperature rise above 1000 ◦C in titania, was calculated. It would have to be a little
below 100 nA. Since the growth was observed for both materials and the currents were
substantially lower than 100 nA, heating on this scale is impossible.

If the electron heating was to be considered as pulses, one pulse lasting 10−11 s would
(according to the presented model) induce maximum heating in titania shown in Fig-
ure 4.2. The time of the pulse is much longer than calculated according to equation 3.3
because of the lattice relaxation times.
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Figure 4.2: Theoretical maximum temperature for a 10−11 s pulse of heat. It indi-
cates that the temperature decreases substantially before the next electron penetrates
the sample. It is unlikely that this approach would give results much different from the
stationary model. The only difference is that for a short time, the temperature is higher
than originally computed.

4.1.1. Experimental verification of the calculation

To determine the validity of the results and the model, PLA (polylactic acid) was irra-
diated for 60 s at various beam intensities. Then, the effect on the surface was observed.
The first changes caused by heating should be present when heated up to 50 ◦C (glass
transition temperature). The parameters are in Table 4.2.

According to the calculations, the temperature increased only by 5 ◦C for beam current
63 pA. For this current, however, some surface change was present. It was most likely only
a result of radiation damage rather than heating since the surface looked a little shrunk.

Table 4.2: Parameters of polylactic acid [35].

Composition Density Heat capacity Thermal conductivity

C3O2H4 1,3 g·cm−3 1800 J·kg−1 ·K−1 0,13 W·m−1·K−1
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4.2. Observed growth

Irradiating large areas with a specified dose and dwell time per pixel had very few results.
The outcome was a rather random growth but no specific beam settings were found to
trigger the structural changes. A commonly observed effect was a drift of the beam
due to the excessive charging. This made it impossible to irradiate larger surfaces with
a desired electron dose. An example of the growth achieved by this method can be seen
in Figure 4.3. Irradiating single points provided more control of the electron dose.

1 μm

Figure 4.3: SEM image (LYRA3) showing an example of badly chosen conditions - volt-
age 2 kV, current 368 pA, dose 3 mC/cm2, (intended) irradiated area 0,5×0,5µm. Sub-
strate: zirconia.

Figure 4.4 shows examples of a dot array and a line successfully grown in FEG SEM
Zeiss.

Figure 4.4: SEM image (FEG SEM Zeiss) of successfully grown structures. Substrate:
zirconia.

An example of the topography profiles obtained by AFM measurement used for de-
termining the following dependencies is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: AFM image (Nenovision Litescope) of the grown structures showing height
dependence on dwell time. Accelerating voltage 2 kV, beam current 12 pA, dwell times
10−90 s, substrate TiO2 c.

4.2.1. Height dependence on beam dwell time

Figure 4.6 shows the height dependence for different irradiation times. Table 4.3 shows
an estimation of other parameters.

Table 4.3: Table of beam settings.

Accelerating voltage Current Spot size Current density

2 kV 103 pA 11 nm 108 A·cm−2
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of height of the grown cones on dwell time for beam settings
from Table 4.3. Substrate: TiO2 c.
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The dependence for Figure 4.6 is simple and exactly as could be expected. According
to [17], for a surface diffusion driven reaction, the height should be proportional to ta,
where t is the dwell time. Table 4.4 shows the power a estimated for various beam settings.

Table 4.4: Calculated power a for various beam settings. The results suggest that the
shape of the deposited material is similar for all studied settings and are in agreement
with predictions and measurements in [17].

voltage/kV current/pA a (95 % confidence)

2 103 0,53 ± 0,11
2 12 0,42 ± 0,03
3 55 0,43 ± 0,16
5 64 0,46 ± 0,09
5 125 0,43 ± 0,15
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Figure 4.7: Height dependence on dwell time for accelerating voltage 5 kV. Substrate:
TiO2 c. Data were obtained by measuring with a little damaged AFM tip so there were
many artifacts and obtaining reliable data was complicated. It is included for the sole
purpose of demonstrating that the growth rates are similar for various voltages, errorbars
are therefore omitted intentionally.

4.2.2. Height dependence on beam current

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show heights of the cones for various beam intensities. This dependence
came as a surprise. Based on [14], the dependence should be opposite from the one
obtained by the experiments (supposing the deposited material is contamination).

Nevertheless, it gives a reason, why the growth is so substantial in FEG SEM Zeiss
compared to LYRA3.

There are no measured data showing analogous dependencies for FEG SEM Zeiss.
Since grids of dots were grown there, some limited information is available about the
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height of the grown structures on a zirconia substrate. For 2 kV accelerating voltage and
current 7 pA, the heights were approximately 120 nm for 5 s dwell time and 95 nm for 3 s
dwell time. The rates are clearly much higher, which is probably caused by the beam
current being so low. The vacuum chamber pressure was similar in both microscopes
(≈ 10−4 Pa).
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Figure 4.8: Height dependence on beam current for accelerating voltage 2 kV and dwell
time 60 s. Substrate: TiO2 c.
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Figure 4.9: Height dependence on beam current for accelerating voltage 3 kV and dwell
time 90 s. Substrate: TiO2 c.
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4.2.3. Width dependence on beam current and spot size

The width was measured as full width at half maximum and since some of the grown
objects were very asymmetrical, the measurement was not very precise. Using Gwyddion,
each width was measured 5 times and the standard error was determined from the differ-
ences in these measurements. It is interesting that for current higher than approximately
200 pA (and therefore bigger spot sizes, too), the profile of the structure changed from
a single cone to a crown-like shape as can be seen in Figure 4.10. The cone width is in
a relation with the beam spot size, but the deposited pillars are not very symmetrical so
the data have large errors and determining the volumetric growth is therefore problematic.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the cross sections of the grown structures for left: 185 pA
and right: 316 pA at 2 kV and dwell time 60 s. Substrate: TiO2 c.

Table 4.5 shows the corresponding parameters and widths.

Table 4.5: Width dependence on current and spot size. Voltage 3 kV, dwell time 90 s.
Substrate: TiO2 d.

current/pA spot size/nm current density/A·cm−2 width/nm

16 9,9 15 340± 20
29 8,4 37 350± 30
55 7,5 89 200± 20
77 7,7 118 260± 20
103 9,0 116 220± 30
185 16 66 310± 60
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4.2.4. Influence of the accelerating voltage

The range of voltages for which the growth was studied was limited by the imaging quality
and charging. In FEG SEM Zeiss, it is possible to use voltages below 1 kV, in LYRA3,
however, the lower limit was 2 kV.

Widths and heights of the cones are compared in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Comparison of cone parameters for different accelerating voltages. The dwell
time was 60 s and current 64 pA. Substrate: TiO2 c.

voltage/kV height/nm width/nm

2 74 ± 4 190 ± 30
3 78 ± 3 170 ± 20
5 91 ± 5 200 ± 30

There were not enough experiments conducted to prove it, but from the data acquired,
it looks as though the size is not significantly dependent on the accelerating voltage,
though the values indicate a slight increase in height for 5 kV. It is nevertheless important
to consider the charging effect at higher voltages. The induced electric field can cause the
impacting electrons to be deflected from the intended spot.

4.2.5. Estimation of the volumetric growth rate

For beam current 12 pA, which proved to increase the growth, a series of structures were
grown. Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show their measured and calculated parameters.
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of heights of cones on dwell time for beam current 12 pA and
accelerating voltage 2 kV, substrate TiO2 c.
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For simplicity’s sake, the pillars were calculated with as if they were cones of volume
V calculated according to

V =
1

3
π · h · FWHM2,

where h is the measured height and FWHM is the full width at half maximum.
The errors were calculated according to the rules for propagation of uncertainty and

assuming zero correlation for simplicity.
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Figure 4.12: Dependence of full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the cones on dwell
time for beam current 12 pA and accelerating voltage 2 kV, substrate TiO2 c.
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Figure 4.13: Estimation of the structures’ volume dependence on dwell time for beam
current 12 pA and accelerating voltage 2 kV, substrate TiO2 c. The fit (using Gnuplot 5.0)
provided a volumetric growth rate (2,36·10−4 ± 0,06·10−4)µm3·s−1.
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4.3. Preliminary results of analysis by SIMS

Structures grown on the surface of zirconia were large enough to be analysed by secondary
ion mass spectroscopy3. Figure 4.14 shows the analysed structure which was grown in
FEG SEM Zeiss overnight at accelerating voltage 2 kV and current 8 pA. Charging caused
some drift of the beam over time so the dwell times are unknown but the irradiation was
sufficient to induce growth of a rather large structure. The analysis proved that the grown
structures are composed of carbon and hydrocarbons as can be seen in Figure 4.15. The
analysis was only superficial, since almost no mass from the structure was removed by the
ion beam as shown in Figure 4.14. The borders of the irradiated area showed a stronger
presence of more complex hydrocarbons, whereas the most extensively irradiated area
seemed to be composed especially of carbon and shorter hydrocarbons.

Figure 4.14: Left: The structure on zirconia substrate before the analysis by SIMS.
Right: The structure grown on zirconia after the analysis by secondary ion mass spec-
troscopy, tilt of the sample was 55◦. The structure was analysed only very superficially.

a) b) c)

10 μm10 μm 10 μm

Figure 4.15: Relative signal strength of a) C b) ZrO2 c) O at the surface of the modified
zirconia.

The analysis was conducted only very recently and the results are not completely
examined yet.

3A method used to analyse the composition of solid surfaces and thin layers. Focused primary ion
beam causes cascade collisions and generated secondary ions are collected. It provides a three-dimensional
analysis with little fragmentation [36].
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5. Discussion
The main goal of this thesis was to describe the conditions which trigger the growth

of structures on ceramic substrates.
Firstly, simulations of electron penetration and energy loss were meant to provide in-

formation about a possible localised heating. CASINO provided the energy absorbed by
the sample and the output was modified to be compatible with COMSOL Multiphysics.
Thermal effects calculated using the stationary model seem to be very reasonable and
agree with observations and approximative calculations reported in literature [9]. The
resulting temperature rise is in units or tens of ◦C for both materials so the possibility
of the process being thermally driven can be dismissed. There is a certain level of neg-
ligence concerning describing the effect of individual electrons as continual heating but
the proposed method could work very well for higher currents where the times between
electrons are shorter than their relaxation times in material. Furthermore, a temperature
rise in smaller samples heated by SEM or TEM operating as a stationary probe could be
relatively easily estimated by a modification of the proposed method, especially since the
large bulk approximations such as 2.5 no longer suffice for such cases. More advanced
methods (presented in detail for example in [31]) must be used if a transport of mass or
very low electron energies are to be considered.

A comparison between calculated temperature and an experiment was meant to verify
the chosen method. Irradiating polylactic acid, which should undergo glass transition
at temperatures 50−60 ◦C, started to have an effect for beam current 63 pA at 2 kV
accelerating voltage. The result looked like a shrinkage, which is common for plastic
materials [37], so it is hard to tell, if some of the damage could be caused thermally.
Based on the calculation, the sample surface heated only by 5 ◦C.

The experimental part of the thesis focuses on finding conditions at which the growth
of 3D structures is most extensive.

Initially, the growth was tested on rough samples or fractured ones, so it is possible
the growth was often obscured. Direct application of polished ceramic samples did not
originally seem possible since the growth was not observed on them. However, after
thermal etching of the samples, the growth was activated. Roughening of the surface by
revealing grain boundaries could be connected to the change. Only after conducting the
experiments on flat polished surfaces, AFM analysis became an option and revealed a lot
about the structures and their formation.

As it turns out, the original assumption that the growth rate is greater for higher
current densities slowed the experiments a lot. Only after measuring the cones’ height for
different beam intensities using AFM, the real dependence was determined and adjusting
the parameter ranges worked with made growing larger structures in SEM possible.

The height depends inversely on electron beam current. This dependence was observed
for all measurements and explains why in FEG SEM Zeiss, the structures were always
growing fast compared to Tescan LYRA3, in which the order of magnitude of current for
standard imaging is higher. This result is in conformity with [15]. It might be accounted
for by the following: the e-beam has both a constructive and a destructive effect on the
hydrocarbon layers. The hydrocarbon deposition is limited by the diffusion of free neutral
compounds towards the beam. If the current is too high, this source is slower than the
deposition and the layer becomes more frequently re-ionised. The diffusion rate therefore
limits the continuous contamination growth for high beam currents.
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Structures’ symmetry is limited by the perfection of beam focus and correction of
astigmatism which, together with AFM artifacts, made measuring the width of structures
less precise. For wider beams (bigger spot size, high current), the profile changed from a
single peak to a crown-like shape. This effect is typically present as a result of a continuous
irradiation of a larger area – the contamination layer is thicker at its edges in such cases.

An estimation of volumetric growth rate for beam current 12 pA and voltage 2 kV was
calculated. The result was (2,36·10−4 ± 0,06·10−4) µm3·s−1. Measured data suggest that
the growth is continuous (even linear) during time.

Two possibilities were considered: the material needed for the structures growth comes
from the sample or from the surrounding residual gas in the vacuum chamber. The latter
has been observed quite commonly in the past [15, 16].

There were attempts to determine the exact composition of the manufactured struc-
tures by Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and secondary
ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). Due to the excessive charging of the samples or other
technical complications, only SIMS provided some data so far. According to the first
surface analysis, the deposited material is mostly carbon and hydrocarbons. There are
some differences of composition at the centre and edges of the irradiated area but this
effect must be analysed further to make any conclusions. It could be very interesting to
analyse the interface between the substrate and the contamination layers.

As to the origin of the hydrocarbons which are the precursor for the growth, there
are two sources – sample surface and vacuum chamber residual gas. The experiments
suggest that the surface diffusion is the main source of the material since the samples
which show the increased growth rate have roughened surface due to the applied thermal
etching and the contamination rate is not as high when irradiating other samples at the
same conditions (for example gold coated wafers). The substrate has a big influence on
whether the hydrocarbons form a continuously growing layers. No growth occurred on
some of the samples, but further analysis must be conducted to determine the influence
of sample history (e.g. thermal annealing, polishing) and the reason why some ceramic
materials promote the contamination growth.
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6. Conclusions
Conducted experiments specified conditions which cause the most apparent formation

of 3D structures. The growth was tested for accelerating voltages 2−5 kV and beam
currents 100−102 pA. Height of the grown structure can reach 100 nm in 60 s and surpris-
ingly, the rate depends inversely on the beam current. There is most likely a specific beam
current, below which the rate declines since the molecules get ionised less frequently. Due
to technical limitations, the lowest beam current tested was 8 pA so the value for which
the dependence changes was not found.

Volume of the deposited material increases linearly with time. A high volumetric
growth rate estimated as (2,36·10−4 ± 0,06·10−4) µm3·s−1 was measured on TiO2 sample,
beam current 12 pA and accelerating voltage 2 kV.

Since the growth is more apparent for lower beam currents, for which the temperature
surely changes to a lesser extent, and the temperature rise calculation based on Monte
Carlo simulations showed that the sample is locally heated by units or tens of K when
the beam current is only pA, the process is presumably not thermally driven.

The material deposited was identified as hydrocarbon and carbon contamination by
secondary ion mass spectroscopy. It most likely comes from the surface of the ceramic
samples because the grain boundaries are grooved due to thermal etching and the growth
is not present for all samples at the same rate. A specific reason why the contamination
rate is so massive for certain samples, was not found.

The ability to manufacture relatively thick and large contamination layers gives us
a chance to study the chemical composition by methods such as secondary ion mass spec-
troscopy. In the near future, analysis by HRTEM (high resolution transmission electron
microscopy) will be conducted. Further analysis by SIMS is planned as well since it
revealed a lot about the structures’ composition already.
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List of abbreviations
3Y-TZP 3 molar percent yttria stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystal

AFM Atomic force microscope

Al2O3 Aluminium oxide or alumina

BSE Backscattered electrons

CaO Calcium peroxide

CIP Cold isostatic pressing

CSDA Continuous slow down approximation

DC Direct current

DCS Differential cross section

EBL Electron beam lithography

FIB Focused ion beam

HRTEM High resolution transmission electron microscope

LaB6 Lanthanum hexaboride

MgO Magnesium oxide

PLA Polylactic acid

SE Secondary electrons

SEM Scanning electron microscope

SIMS Secondary ion mass spectroscopy

SPS Spark plasma sintering

STE Surface transport equation

TEM Transmission electron microscope

TiO2 Titanium dioxide or titania

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Y2O3 Yttrium(III) oxide or yttria

ZrO2 Zirconium dioxide or zirconia
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